A sensor using infrared emitter/receiver pairs to determine the position of a passive object is presented. An array with a small number of infrared emitter/receiver pairs are proposed as sensing part to acquire information on the object position. The emitters illuminates the object and the intensity of the light reflected by the object is measured by the receivers. The emitter/receiver pairs are fixed positioned in a 2D-plane. A model, of the light reflections from IRemitters to IR-receivers, is used to determine the position of a ball using a Nelder-Mead simplex algorithm. Laboratory experiments shows good accordance between actual and retrieved positions when tracking a ball. The ball has been successfully replaced by a human hand, and a "3D nontouch screen" with a human hand as "pointing device" is shown possible.
INTRODUCTION
There exists various vision based systems for determining 3D-position of objects, for instance [1] and [2] . The vision based systems have very high ratios of acquired to desired information e.g. 1.000 or more. The intention with the method presented here is to make a model based position determination system based on an array of fixed positioned infrared LED and photodiodes where the ratio of acquired to desired information is much smaller, e.g. 100 or less. There exists an approach to determine position from reflection using sets of prolate spheroids with emitter and receiver in the focal points [3] .
In the present study the theory of light propagation and reflection has been used to make a reflection model for an IR emitter/receiver pair [4] . This model is used together with a search algorithm to determine the 3D-position of a passive object, initially a ball. One application of this 3D position retrieval is a "3D non-touch screen" used to input 3D-positions into a computer. For this "3D non-touch screen" to be handy, pointing using a human hand would be preferable to a ball on a stick. The approach with the reflec- tion map may also be used to do object recognition. Object recognition is not discussed further in this paper.
MODEL
The model used in the 3D-position determination system is the 3D reflection map model briefly described in the following, for detail see [4] . The model of reflected light is a geometric model based on the assumption that the light source continuously emits a constant number of photons per time unit. The light source is assumed to be a point source. Fig. 1 shows the geometry of the 3D reflection map model. The light source is assumed to have an intensity characteristic denoted by L i (ν, θ, n e ) where ν and θ are angles of direction with respect to the emitter normal n e . When the ball reflects light it can be considered as a light source with intensity depending on the intensity and direction of the light it reflects. The intensity of the light reaching the receiver from a single point P on the ball can then be found as
where R is the receiver area, n r is the normal vector of the receiver, m r is the receiver characteristic, φ is the incidence angle at the sphere, ρ and η are the angles of direction to the receiver from the point P on the ball. Integrating over all the points in sight of both light source and the receiver gives the following equation for the intensity of the light reaching the receiver.
where P is the area on the ball that is in line of sight of both light source and receiver. The integration limits can be found from the position of ball center, ball radius and the position and direction of the light source and receiver. With a Lambertian reflection characteristic for the object, the integral equation (1) can be found to be
For further details see [4] .
POSITION RETRIEVAL
Based on the 3D reflection map model and measurement of light reflection from a number of emitter/receiver pairs, it is possible to search for the object position that gives reflections from the 3D reflection map model that best fits the measured reflections.
Nelder-Mead Simplex Algorithm
The Nelder-Mead simplex algorithm [5] is an algorithm for finding local minima of a function without using gradient information. The Nelder-Mead simplex algorithm is iterative each iteration follows the rules:
1. Sort. Sort the vertices of the simplex so that f (
then set x n+1 = x r and terminate the iteration.
3.
Expand. If f r < f (x 1 ) compute x e = (µ e + 1)x − µ e x n+1 and f e = f (x e ). If f e < f r then set x n+1 = x e ; otherwise, set x n+1 = x r and terminate the iteration.
If f c < f r set x n+1 = x oc and terminate the iteration; otherwise, go to step 6.
The constants are µ r = 1, µ e = 2, µ oc = 1 2 and µ ic = − 1 2 . Fig. 2 shows the Simplex and the possible new points for the Nelder-Mead simplex algorithm (in 2 dimensions).
Exit the iterations when either max |f (
Fig. 2. Nelder-Mead simplex and new points
When the Nelder-Mead simplex algorithm terminates in step 2 one function evaluation is needed, termination in step 6 requires at most 4 + n function evaluations. The computational time for finding an approximate minimum of the function f can thus be bounded by limiting the number of function evaluations allowed. See e.g. [6] for a more detailed description of the Nelder-Mead Algorithm.
Applying the Nelder-Mead Simplex Algorithm to Track an Object
To use Nelder-Mead simplex algorithm for determining the position of the object, setup the simplex in the parameter space for the reflection map model, that is (x, y, z) coordinates for the ball center. Experiments has shown that an appropriate starting point is the center of the measurable volume and a simplex size of 1.5. The function to be minimized by the Nelder-Mead simplex algorithm is the Euclidean distance between measured and modeled reflections. When the Nelder-Mead simplex algorithm terminates, y = x 1 is the estimated object position.
For the second position retrieved start with the first position found, and the same simplex size. For the next positions, the starting position is predicted linearly from the two previous retrieved positions as s i = y i−1 + (y i−1 − y i−2 ). The simplex size is set to max(0.05, 0.1 y i−1 − y i−2 ).
MEASUREMENTS

Physical Setup
The physical setup for laboratory measurements for validating the 3D position retrieval consists of eight infrared sensors each with one emitter (SFH485P) and one receiver (BF104F), a positioning device for moving the ball, and a computer with sampling cards. The sensors are placed on the boarder of a computer monitor, four in the corners and four on the halfway on each side. They are directed towards a point 15cm in front of the screen center. The computer used is a dual Pentium, 700MHz, with NI-DAQ sampling cards (PCI-6071E and 6713).
Simultaneous Measurement of Reflections
Appropriate modulation of the light emitted from the individual emitters makes it possible to measure simultaneous for all emitter/receiver pairs. To minimize the disturbance from frequency localized disturbances e.g. artificial lighting Rudin-Shapiro sequences are chosen for modulation. The symmetric Rudin-Shapiro transform [3, 7] is used to construct orthogonal spread spectrum signals. Other types of modulation e.g. waveletpackage could also be used [3, 7] . The Rudin-Shapiro sequences have the advantage of taking only the discrete values ±1 and the Rudin-Shapiro transform is it's own inverse. The orthogonality property makes it easy to separate signals from each emitter using inner products. With the 16 bit Rudin-Shapiro sequence modulation used, the hardware is capable of measuring reflections on all 64 (8 × 8) channels with a rate of 200Hz.
For the 3D position retrieval only 34 of the 64 possible emitter/receiver pairs are used, leaving the most distanced pairs out. Using all sensor pairs gives degraded results due to low signal to noise ratio for the most distanced emitter/receiver pairs.
To reduce disturbances on the reflection measurements, the background reflections are measured and subtracted. The Rudin-Shapiro sequence used is length 16 giving 16 measurement channels. Eight of these are used for measuring reflections, the remaining are used to measure the DC-offset and noise, the DC-offset is then subtracted. Further more averaging over a number of measured reflection intensities is used to reduce the random noise. 
Fitting the Model
RESULTS
The 3D position retrieval is tested by measuring the reflections from the ball positioned along a curve, and then using Fig. 4 shows the distance between actual ball position and retrieved position, y axis is centimeters and x axis is position index. The retrieved position is seen to be within 2.2cm from the actual position. Fig. 5 shows the misalignment if the ball had been moving twice as fast (every 2'nd point used) along the curve. Still with distance between actual and retrieved po- 6 . The "non-touch" screen with the hand close to the screen. sition below 2.2cm.
Using the same setup, but with a hand as pointing device, it is possible to make a "3D non-touch screen". The precision of the 3D-position detected degrades slightly due to disturbance reflections from the human arm, and only averaging over 38 measurements. With the hardware used the 3D positions can be obtained with a rate of 5Hz. Fig. 7 shows photos of the "non-touch screen".
The courser on the screen is a disc, that changes size depending on the depth coordinate i.e. when the hand is close to the screen a big disc is shown and when the hand is further from the screen a smaller disc is shown.
CONCLUSION
A method for retrieving the 3D-position of a passive object using infrared LED's and photodiobes, based on the 3D reflection map model and the Nelder-Mead simplex algorithm has been proposed. Experiments in the laboratory has shown that the method is successful. When applied to measured reflections from the ball, sufficient information is obtained to find the 3D-position of that ball is obtained. The method has shown robustness against replacing the ball by a human hand, though the precision degrades slightly because of disturbances from the human arm. Despite this degrade in precision the method has shown promising results in the "3D non-touch screen" experiments. To improve performance of the "3D non-touch screen" further investigation is planned to make an intelligent selection on which channels to include in the 3D-position determination process.
